
 

LEADING CANADIAN LAW FIRM BCF LLP GOES LIVE WITH FINANCIAL AUTOMATION SOLUTION, XPENS.AI 

Montreal, Canada, June 23, 2021 

 

XPENS.AI is proud to announce BCF LLP, a leading Canadian based law firm, has officially gone live with XPENS.AI’s 

artificial intelligence accounts payables (AP) solution, allowing a complete automation of their AP process. Fully 

integrated with BCF’s Elite 3E legal Practice Management Systems (PMS), XPENS.AI are today officially launching their AI 

solution to market, supporting law firms globally with the accurate capture, analysis and processing of supplier invoices, 

delivering instant efficiency gains whilst supporting finance teams with process automation. 

“We have been hoping for a solution that would help us with the overall AP process for a while now. After an evaluation 

of the solutions available, we decided to partner with XPENS.AI to help with the processing of invoices to free our team 

from repetitive and low-value tasks such as data entry. We feel we are in a time where we should leverage all available 

tools out there to help us improve our overall productivity, and data accuracy. We are extremely excited about the 

rollout” states Susan Da Silva, CFO of BCF LLP. 

 

“Today is a key milestone in our companies’ journey, not only with the launch of our solution, but more importantly with 

a successful deployment and go-live at BCF. Our product and management teams have created a unique AI technology 

platform that emulates the capture behaviours and decisions of an AP clerk, through to invoice processing, that itself is a 

tremendous achievement. We often hear feedback as to the limitations of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

technologies and I am delighted that here at XPENS.AI, we are continuing to innovate and address these challenges for 

our clients, with our AI driven platform.” comments Dan Wales, Chief Growth Officer for XPENS.AI 

 “We are very proud of what we’ve built using very cutting-edge AI techniques that will help our clients for a long time” 

said Marc-André Lavoie, CTO and Co-Founder for XPENS.AI. 

“Having been in a position where I was made aware of all pain points in an AP process, I feel we bring a unique 

alternative proposition to our clients, allowing them to achieve productivity gains whilst helping them to create a better 

working environment for their teams” said Dominic Larose, CFO and Co-Founder for XPENS.AI 

“We are very excited to be able to bring our knowledge of accounting procedures, financial systems and artificial 

intelligence to the market. The time to streamline and automate has never been better than right now” adds Ugo 

Cloutier, CEO and Co-Founder for XPENS.AI 

 

About XPENS.AI 

XPENS.AI is an AP processing engine that runs on artificial intelligence to solve issues related to invoice processing and 

allocation. XPENS.AI was founded in 2019 and is built upon Markovien chains and production systems principles, hence 

it's uniqueness in the industry. To learn more, visit XPENS.AI email us at: info@xpens.ai 

About BCF LLP 

With close to 500 employees and 300 professionals, BCF Business Law is the go-to firm for business leaders, growing 
companies, and well-established global enterprises that have chosen Quebec and Canada as a steppingstone to growth 
and success. 
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